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Abstract: Li-character evolution is an important turning point in the evolution of the ancient and modern characters. Qin Bamboo
Slips inherits Oracle and Bronze Inscriptions are the source of the mainstream of the Chinese characters. Therefore, this paper mainly studies
the evolution track of the handwritten ink Chinese characters written by Qin bamboo. The study found that the following six factors affect
the strength of the penmanship and the shape of the Chinese characters, then further affect the configuration of Chinese characters: ① The
pause in ink writing is enhanced and preserved to produce a new stroke.②Extend the horizontal strokes of seal character, shorten the vertical
strokes, turn curve strokes into straight strokes and corning stokes increase.③ Change broken strokes into connection strokes to simply
character pattern.④ Drag the pen or exit to cause a stroke change.⑤ Add the redundant strokes for the beauty of the characters.⑥
Erroneous transformation caused by writing leads to the changes of the strength of characters.
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evolution of Chinese characters in the process of Li-character
Introduction

evolution. Mr. Feng Xigui’s “Summary of Chinese Philology” is a

Jia, Jin, Zhuan, Li and Regular Script are the main body of

book which divides the main expression of the Chinese characters

Chinese characters, which are also called mainstream fonts. The fast

into four aspects: “Dissolving the corpus, changing curve to straight;

writing fonts Xing and Cao are vulgar forms. From Zhuan to Li, it is

saving and combining; ellipsis; component deformation; component

a revolution in the evolution of characters, which determines the

fusion” Through the examination of the origin of the bamboo slips of

direction of the future development of Chinese characters.

Qin Dynasty, and the comparison with the characters like Oracle,

Mr. Zhao Pingan’s Research on Li-character Evolution is the

Jinwen, Zhuan, Xiaozhuan, Mr. Sun He’s book Research on Qin

first monograph of researching Li-character evolution; Mr. Zhao

Bamboo Slips thinks that Qin Bamboo Slips evolve directly into

made use of the abundant and detailed unearthed data to demonstrate

Li-character of Han Dynasty. It is proved that the writing factors,

that the time of the evolution was the middle period of the the

such as the changes of writing strokes, writing materials and the

Warring States Period and analyzed the external and internal cause of

changes of font structures, have an important influence on the font

the Li-character evolution. The paper Difference and Optimal Choice

evolution.

of Character Pattern in Li-character Evolution written by Qin

The creation of any new book of Chinese characters is a gradual

Yonglong and Li Hongzhi make a detailed examination of the

change, often produced in the mother 's womb of existing books. The
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book of Qin bamboo slips not only inherits the large amount of Jin

point becomes a stroke that people cannot write and people inherit

Wen in Western Zhou Dynasty, but also starts the beginning of Han

and remain the point. The short vertical stroke in the later

Dynasty books. The writing strokes has exerted a great influence on

Li-character and the apostrophe in the regular script are developed

the changes of font forms and shapes and the strength of the

from the point in Qin bamboo slips.

characters, which made the fonts change greatly and further made
2. Extend the Horizontal Stroke of Zhuan, Shorten the

the formation of Chinese characters change greatly.
In this paper, the author summarizes the following six aspects of
the influence of the writing of Qin bamboo slips on the configuration

Vertical Stroke, Turn Curve Stroke into Straight Stoke and
Increase the Folded Strokes
Extend the horizontal stroke of Zhuan, shorten the vertical

of Chinese characters:

stroke, turn curve stroke into straight stoke and increase the folded
1. Pause in Ink Writing Creating New Strokes

strokes. These changes are caused by the movement of pen in the

In the process of Li-character evolution, the pause in ink
writing is enhanced and preserved to produce a new stroke when

process of writing, and also adapt to the characteristics of bamboo
slips and form new characteristics.

using ink pen to write characters in Qin bamboo slips. The origin of

The length and breadth of the bamboo slips are regulated and a

the beginning strokes of Regular Script “白”“六”“交”“宀”“广”“享”

bamboo slip records one thing. If more words are written, it is a

are the same as the character “高” described in detail hereafter,

good way to extend the horizontal strokes and shorten vertical

entirely derived from the writing factors.

strokes, which also provides a flat appearance. Too long horizontal

The character pattern of oracle, Jinwen and Qin bamboo slips of

and the “wave potential” of Li-character is derived from it. This type

character “高” are as follows:
Oracle:

He 709 Fanbin Group

He 32313 Li Group

and vertical strokes increase the chance of undulation and picking,

He 2381 Bin Group

of words has words like “比、北、丘”. Because of the longitudinal
roughness of the bamboo fiber, the curve rotation of Zhuan is

He 23717 Chu Group

Integration 270·Evening of Chunqiu ·Qingong Bo

difficult to achieve. In the circle rotation, the method that broken

Integration 11406·Evening of Warring States Period·25

stroke rises is adopted, and the new folding strokes appear; as for

Jinwen:

Shangjun guards the temple

Qintong Tuban 198·Evening of

writing in Dazhuan appeared as a horizontal stroke from left to right.

Warring States Period·Gaonugui
Qin bamboo slips：
Yiwuba·16

Qingdu Zhenger·7

Regular

Script

The words with

totally enclosed structures like “田”“日”“囗”“口”,

are transformed to vertical, horizontal folding and horizontal strokes.

Han·Dingxian Zhujian Sansan

Some of the inflected lines are changed to straight lines, such as the

Han·Xichui
Weijin·Zhaojunbei

Shuiri Yijian

Shuilv Jian Wuyi·46

Shuida Jian Liuqi·14

Li of Han Dynasty ：

words like “本”“去”“大”“木”“禾”“牛”, the strokes of symmetrical

Jian

Wusisi

Examples：

Weijin·Caoquanbei
：

Kangxi

words “安”“好”“毋”.

Dictionary

(Neifu)·Haijishang·Gaozibu·1451.026
“高”, the oracle of Shang Dynasty and the Jinwen of Western

Word “比”：
Oracle：

Tun 3551（B3）

Jinwen：

Bigui Jinwen Bian Page 578

Zhou Dynasty and the Spring and Autumn Annals are the shape

Qin bamboo slips ：

structure of pictographic characters; It is said in Shuowen: “Gao

Shui·Feng 75

means Chong, like a tall view”. In Qin bamboo slips, as people use

Shui·Wei 24.3

the brush pen to write on the bamboo slips, the brush pen has a

Li of Han Dynasty ：

simple contact with the bamboo slips; as the soft hair bears the

Jiahou Sansan Ba

downward force, and the initial action of the brush pen forms a

Zhujian Ersanliu

pause, so that a point is naturally generated at the start of the stroke.

Regular Script：

The times are intensified, so that it is easy to be interesting, and this

Shisannian

Shui·Lv·Cang 21

Fang·Riyi260

Shui·Xiao27

YueluYi·Wei 51

Han·Laozijia Sanliu

Han·Zongheng Jiashu San

Han·Laozi
Han·Yihaomu

Han·Sunzi Yierba
Weijin·Shichenbei

Weijin·Xi·Chunqiu·Zhao
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bamboo slips, Li of Han Dynasty, and regular script are respectively:

Word “女”：
Obracle：
Zu

He 19907□

He 20109

Zu

He 19985 Zu

He19976

Qin bamboo slips：

（Simuwuding） （Simuxinding）
Shui·Lv·Cang 62

18.5

Fang·Rijia17

Obracle：

Obracle Zibian 04596（A7）

08181(A7 )

Zu

Jinwen： （Hewen）

Shui·Wei

51

Shui·Rijia

155.7

Zhou·Bin 368

08582 Zheng（A7）

Jinwen：

Shui·Fa 167
Shui·Riyi125

08525( A7 )

17314( A7 )

Luanshuqing Zhengyuejichun

Caihoucanzhong

Caihoucanzhong

Zhengjing

142-143▪Zhanwan▪Chunchengzuokuge

Yuelu·Wei 72

Qin bamboo slips ：

Shui▪Riyi 224.3

Shui▪Riyi 111

Yuelu Yi·Zhan 17
Li of Han Dynasty：
Regular Script：

Han ·Laozi Jiahou Eryier

Shui▪Lv▪Tian 4

Weijin·Caoquanbei

Shui▪Rijia 1.B

3. Change Broken Strokes into Connection Strokes to

Regular script：

strokes to simplify character pattern and further changing the
structure type of Chinese characters.Take the words “曹”“春” as
examples to illustrate it：
The character patterns of the word “曹” in obracle, Jinwen, Qin

He 36828 Huangzu

Jinwen:

Caogongzige

Caogongying Mengji

Qinyin·Zhanwan·Yuban

Qin bamboo slips ：

Shuiyujianyisan·28

Shuisajianyisan·11

Zihui• Ribu

丑、臣、卧、宦” also have this phenomenon, so it has the general
significance.
4. Drag the pen or exit to cause a stroke change
For the words “邦” “弓” “光” “过” “及” “即” “忌” “甲” “见”
“九” “久” “都” “可” “吏” “令” “茅” “民” “牧” “色” “司” “时” “史”
“印” “之” “止” in the written characters written by Qin bamboo slips,

inherited by the later mature Li of Han Dynasty and is the source of

Weijin·Xi·Chunqiu·Xinianbania

Weijin·Huaiyuanmiao

Zihui·Yuebu

The character pattern of the word “人” in oracle, Jinwen, Qin

Page458

The inscriptions on the bones of the Yinshang Dynasty are
characterized by the word “

“swallow tail”. Take the words “ 仓”“ 之”“ 人” as examples to
illustrate it:

Jianjinzhuan Page303
Regular Script：

Han•

there are strokes used to drag the end pen or the exit, which is

Lijian J1 ⑦—5·7

Li of Han Dynasty：

bei

Han•Laozijiayierjiu

Besides “曹” and “春” mentioned above, the characters of “舂、

bamboo slips, Li of Han Dynasty, and regular script are repectively:
Obracle：

YueluYi▪Wei 25

LaoziYiqianbawuxia

been the phenomenon of changing broken strokes to connection

Shuizajianerjiu·11

Fang ▪Riyi 363

Li of Han Dynasty:

In that handwritten ink book of Qin bamboo slips, there has

Shui▪Rijia 155.Z

Yuelu Yi▪Zhan 12

Simply Character Pattern

Yumupan

Shui▪Rijia 143.B

bamboo slips, Li of
Han Dynasty and regular script are respectively:

”, which means the two east forms

Obracle：

and date. The word “曹” is added short horizontal stroke under the
structure “口” from Xizhou Dynasty and combines with the ancient

He 7312 Binzu

form of “甘”; this type of writing remained until Qin and Han

Jinwen

Dynasty. In the book of Qin bamboo slips,

appeared in the

two short horizontal strokes and finally merged the middle two short

Jicheng

：

Qin bamboo slips ：
Shui·Za

was from the

structure of the bamboo slips of Qin Dynasty, later connected the

Binjian

12108·Zhanwan·Xinqihufu

57

33

Shui·Yu 6

Shui·Xiao 35

Shui·Riyi.44.1

Shui·Riyi

Fang·Rijia 20
Li of Han Dynasty：
Han·Zonghengjaishu

vertical strokes, the whole word becomes “曹” .
The character patterns of the word “春” in obracle, Jinwen, Qin

He 6170 Zhengbinzu

Shi·Chunwan·Wuren

middle of the upper east character, which extends with the brush pen.
In the Han Dynasty, the shape of the upper part

He 1022 Yi

Wuliu

Han·Weiwujian·Shixiangjian

Han·Dingxianzhujianwu

Han·Sunbin Si

Weijin·WeiwuzhujianBabajia
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Weijin·Liqibeice
Zihui·Renbu Page 87

Characters

The word “人” in obracle is a character of the shape zero
structure, the shape of which is the side form of the adult, which is
written in part by the head of the person and the part of the human
arm. In the written method of the first person and the human arm,
and at the same time like the part of the lower extremity of a person;
in Qin bamboo slips written by Qin Li, the two parts of the
connection between the head of the person and the arm are
successively written into a stroke, indicating that the part of the
lower extremity is drawn long and formed a swallow tail. At this
time, the pictographic features of the ancient characters are
completely absent, and the natural structure has changed
fundamentally. Chinese characters from the shape of a null structure
become a token.
The character pattern of the word “倉” in oracle, Jinwen, Li of
Han Dynasty and regular script are respectively:

Obracle ：

He 18664 Binzu

He 9645 Binzu

（Diaocangfu

）

（Yiyangyoucanggui）

（Zhong）
Li of Qin Dynasty ：
Shuirijiajian Basizhengyi·9
Li
Wushang

of

Han

Shuilvjian Siliu·
Lijian J1

Dynasty ：

Han·Cangjiepian Sanwu

29

6 Beiyi ·18
Han

·Laoziyiqian

Weijin·Shichengbei

Weijin·Xixiasong
Regular script:

In Qin bamboo slips written by Qin Li, in order to appreciate
the needs of the aesthetic, it often appears to add a decoration stroke,
which also can be called the redundant strokes. The strokes do not
function as pronounciation, but the visual sense appears more
coordinated, more balanced, more attractive and more comfortable.
In the Qin bamboo slips written by Qin Li , such as “昌”, which
should be decorated with a horizontal stroke, or the word “单”
should be inserted into the vertical stroke to increase the proportion
of weightlessness for the balance. The following statement takes
“保” as an example:
The character pattern of the word “保” in oracle, Jinwen, Qin
bamboo slips, Li of Han Dynasty and regular script are respectively:
Obracle：
Binzu

He 20305

（Dabaogui）

Zhenqinzhai

He 5494 Binzu

He 18970

Qin bamboo slips：
of

（Baoyou）

Dynasty ：

Han

script

Jicheng

Jicheng 4315·Chunwan·Qingonggui
Shui·Feng 86

Weijin·Liuxiongbei
Regular

（Baoyou）

30·Chunzao·Qinziguigai

270·Chunwan·Qingongbo

Li

Zu

He 4126 Binzu

Jinwen：

Tun

3731Wuminzu
Jinwen：
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5. Add the Redundant Strokes for the Beauty of the

Regular script：

Qin Dynasty, Li



Yuelu·Wei 6
Weijin·Hengfangbei

Weijin·Weishouchanbei
：

Dictionary

（Neifu）·Zijizhong·Renzibu·105.017
The word “保” is a typical form compound word, which
indicates that a person backs a child on his back, meaning that it is

kangxi Dictionary·Renbu

The word “倉” started in the Shang Dynasty. The Western Zhou

negative. Book of Zhao Hong says that “he lifted them up and carry a
child.” It means that a man backs, holds, leads and carries their

Dynasty was basically the same as that of the Shang Dynasty. It was

families, combining “保” and “抱” together; this meaning is used

like a granary of the granary. The top was like a cave cover, the

here. After that, the meaning “maintain and protect” are extended.

bottom was like a cave, and the middle was a household shape.

Let’s examine the form evolution of the word “保”; we found that

When the brush was written in the bamboo slips, the brush was

because of its original form on its configuration, it clearly indicated

dragged downward. The action, the dawn, and even the mouth shape,

the shape of his back, then simplified the part only in the form of the

the whole glglyph is spiritual and dynamic. The books in the Qin and

body of the young child for differing from the word “仔”. After

Han Dynasties are all skimmer. Regular script is full of Han Chinese

completing this simplification, the inscriptions of the Western Zhou

characters, but the new model changes the above vertical strokes into

Dynasty began to appear on the left under the shape of “子” in Qin

points. In Simplified Version of Chinese Characters of 1956, the
word “倉” was simplified as “仓”, which is similar to the writing
method of “仓”in Shuowen and “仓” in Mulianji Tanci in Qing
Dynasty. In Shuowen, it means a granary. The configuration mode of
“倉” is also changed from the word of shape to a token.

bamboo slips. The action of “保” was related to the hand. During the
Warring States Period, there appeared the method of attaching the
“爪” to the upper part of “子”. On the other hand, “保” appeared to
add “ 缶 ” to the pronunciation of pronunciation. After the
metamorphosis occurred, the “保” was written in the formation of
little Zhuɑn . Accordingly, the configuration mode of the “保” is
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changed from the form compound word to the semantic word

character, the study of the character evolution is not complete

synthesis word.

enough.”

6. Erroneous Transformation Caused by Writing Leads to
the Changes of the Strength of Characters
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